Primate-specific endogenous cis-antisense transcription in the human 5q31 protocadherin gene cluster.
Protocadherins (PCDH), localized to synaptic junctions, contribute to the formation of neuronal networks during brain development; thus, it is speculated that protocadherins may play a role in evolution of neuronal complexity. While protocadherin genes are highly conserved in vertebrates, EST evidence from the locus suggests apparently species-specific cis-antisense transcripts. Novel cis-antisense transcripts, which partially overlap the PCDHalpha12 variable exon, PCDHbeta3 single-exon gene, and PCDHpsi5 unprocessed pseudogene in the human 5q31 PCDHalpha/beta/gamma gene cluster and which are coexpressed with sense-strand transcripts in fetal and adult brain, were identified computationally and validated by gene-specific strand-specific reverse transcriptase PCR (SSRTPCR) and sequencing. Absence of antisense transcripts arising from equivalent genomic locations in mouse indicates that the antisense transcripts originated in the primates after the primate-rodent divergence. Furthermore, not all expected orthologues of human sense and antisense PCDH transcripts were detected in rhesus macaque brain, implying that protocadherin expression patterns differ between primate species. RT followed by quantitative real-time PCR (QPCR) analysis of the three genes in the brain of all three species, and of the PCDHbeta15 gene paralogous to PCDHpsi5 in human and rhesus, revealed that the presence of antisense transcripts was significantly associated with lower sense expression levels across all orthologues. This inverse relationship, along with the pattern of sense and antisense coexpression in the brain, is consistent with a regulatory role for the primate-specific PCDH cis-antisense transcripts, which may represent recent evolutionary inventions modulating the activity of this conserved gene cluster.